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 NEWS 

Nationally we have had a very full season of Championships, with the JK, the Northern, 

British Middle Distance, Sprint, Individual and Relay Championships. 

The club had some excellent results, but special mention must be made of our M18 

team in the British Relays: Alistair Thornton, Alex McCann and John Dempsey, all of 

whom are only M16, but who achieved an excellent second place on the very complex 

terrain of Tankersley Woods.  Congratulations to them and to everyone else who ran 

well in all the different championships. 

The cover photo shows our victorious Northern Champions with their trophies: Irene 

Crawshaw, Rae Lomas, John Britton, Vicky Thornton and Heather Fellbaum. 

The annual MDOC/DEE challenge was hosted this year by DEE at Beeston Castle.  This 

informal event, with a banquet provided by DEE, provided a very pleasant social 

occasion in spite of steady drizzle and our not winning! 

Locally our season of Saturday morning events, co-ordinated by Alison Doyle has 

ended with a good event in Bramhall Park, and our annual series of Introductory 

Events for beginners in Lyme Park, co-ordinated by Pete Lomas has now taken place.   

This culminated in a colour coded event in Lyme Park on May 24th, which is the first of 

the series of Summer evening events that Tony Wagg is co-ordinating. 

This summer’s series of Countryside Score events has started with a successful event 

at Mellor attracting over 60 competitors.  Ian Gilliver was planner, and the series is co-

ordinated by Andy Thornton.  The next event is at Rowarth on Wednesday 1st June. 

Preparations are well in hand for our Town and Country weekend at Macclesfield in 

June.  The Middle Distance race on Saturday June 11th will be in the runnable northern 

part of Macclesfield Forest.  Dave Mawdsley is organiser with courses planned by Steve 

Dempsey.  On Sunday June 12th a 2-part Sprint race will be held in the town of 

Macclesfield, using new maps by Thomas Fellbaum.  The event will be based on 

Tytherington High School.  The Prologue will be in Macclesfield Town Centre and the 

Final will be on a complex area of housing and parkland.  Steve Fellbaum is organiser 

and Paul Watson is planning the courses.  A lot of help will be required for both these 

events, but most helpers should be able to have a run as well.  Offers of help to Dave 

Mawdsley and to Steve Fellbaum.  Also do try and persuade any interested friends to 

come to these two local events. 

The following weekend SELOC are running an urban event in Horwich as part of the 

Horwich Festival or racing.  Andrew Stimson from MDOC is assistant planner to Mark 

Seddon, and the event includes a labyrinth. 

Congratulations to Alex McCann who has been selected to attend BOF’s Talent 

Development Coaching Camp which is being held from 23rd –30th July in Cairngorm, 

Scotland.  This camp will focus on the ‘training to compete’ principles that are linked to 

‘Long Term Athlete Development’ and therefore the athletes will spend time 

understanding how to optimise their fitness preparation and sport-specific training. 

Thanks to Dave McCann, Trevor Roberts, John Britton, Margaret Gregory and others 

for the photos in this issue. 

Please send items for the August issue to Andrew Gregory: ah.gregory@btinternet.com
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TOWN AND COUNTRY WEEKEND JUNE 11TH & 12TH 

HELPERS REQUIRED 

We need a large number of volunteers to support this event on both days 

Please can you respond with offers to help and indicate if you have a preference for a 

particular job and indicate late/early shift and if your offer is for SAT only, SUN only or 

BOTH DAYS 

Jobs: enquiries, entries, download, computing, start, finish, first aid, catering, car parking, 

road crossing, no preference, control collecting etc. 

Saturday: Middle Distance Race in the runnable northern part of Macclesfield Forest           

Organiser – Dave Mawdsley 

Sunday: 2-part Sprint Race in Macclesfield Town and surrounding area. 

Organiser – Steve Fellbaum 

PLEASE RESPOND TO BOTH MYSELF (both e-mail addresses) AND DAVE MAWDSLEY 

mawdsley@tesco.net fellbaum@dsl.pipex.com stephen.fellbaum@astrazeneca.com 

Thanks         Steve Fellbaum 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Committee Discussions 

The MDOC Committee understandably spends a considerable portion of its meetings 

discussing the details of both past and forthcoming events. 

Other items of interest in recent meetings include the importance of safety at both 

events and all our activities.  Peter Lomas, Eddie Speak and Ian Gilliver recently 

attended a Safety Course for event organizers given by Derek Allison.  This was part of 

a BOF initiative, where the principles of safety will be rolled out by a series of courses, 

first at a regional level and then within clubs.  Ian Gilliver has agreed to organize such a 

course within the club in the near future. 

There was discussion of the possibility of  ‘Apres-O’ club kit, inspired by observing the 

fashions worn by other clubs.  It was decided to ask some of our juniors to suggest 

possible ideas.   Watch this space …….. 

Graham Crawshaw had suggested the idea of evening street events in the Autumn and 

Winter.  This was based on a model used by SROC, with score events using numbers on 

lamp-posts or telegraph poles as controls, and based on a suitable pub.  Grahame was 

invited to a committee meeting to expound his ideas.  Several committee members had 

already been to some of the SROC events and were very much in favour of the idea.  

Andrew Gregory was concerned by the safety aspects, which would involve crossing 

busy roads in the dark, and whether this contravened current BOF guidelines for 

urban events.  However no-one else agreed with this view, and the proposal was 

accepted. 

Graham will co-ordinate a series of such events starting this Autumn.  Areas are likely 

to include Marple, Poynton, Bramhall, Hazel Grove and Glossop.
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British Sprint and Middle Distance Championships 2011 

Grahame Crawshaw 

A small (but perfectly-formed) group of MDOC members made the long trip down to the 

south coast for these events in early April.  In summery conditions completely alien to the 

Manchester contingent, the heats for the sprint championships were held on the adjoining 

campuses of Sussex and Brighton Universities – linked by a new bridge opened, for 

orienteers only, on the day of the event.  The start, subtly placed to obscure glimpses of 

the delights to come, was adjacent to Brighton and Hove Albion’s almost-completed new 

stadium.  The new format for the sprint events (in age groups) meant that the number of 

competitors in some of the heats was quite small, but the need to qualify for the A final in 

either first or second place in the heat produced additional pressure on minds already 

stressed by the rigours of the M25 and M23.  Many of the first controls in the Brighton 

campus were within 30m of the start line, leaving little time to ease oneself into the map, 

and predictably, many overshot and had to retrace their steps. Most courses started with a 

number of short intricate legs before crossing the bridge into the Sussex campus, followed 

by a steady climb back up to the finish in the assembly area on a large sports field. 

Matthew Fellbaum (M14), Alex McCann (M16), John Britton (M60 – 1
st

), Dave Mawdsley 

(M70), Laura Hindle (W14 – 1
st

), Heather Fellbaum, Hazel Hindle (W45), Vicky Thornton 

(W50 - 1
st

), Irene Crawshaw (W65 – 1
st

) and Sue Birkinshaw (W70) ran well and qualified 

for their respective A finals.  The rest of us vowed to do better next time.  At the slower 

end of M60, Grahame C eased in front of Ian Gilliver by a massive 17 second margin – one 

target already met!  We’d meet again in the B final .... 

The finals were held on the northern part of the Sussex University campus – using a 

different part of the map. The typical campus orienteering was interspersed with some 

small areas of woodland, and the general feeling was that the courses were less interesting 

than those in the heats.  Many courses had quite a long leg – nearly 400m - early on, and 

the route choice decision on this proved crucial for many.  Pride of place in the results 

went to Irene who won gold, with John Britton and Dave Mawdsley taking silver medals 

and Heather Fellbaum bronze.  Honourable mentions also for some good runs in the B 

finals from Trevor Hindle (2
nd

), Jan Ellis (2
nd

), Andy Thornton (4
th

) and Steve Fellbaum (5
th

). 

In M60B, Grahame and Ian once again vied for the honour of being strongest runner in the 

field.  Ian won that one – by a mere 9 seconds! 

 

Dave Mawdsley, Heather Felbaum, Irene Crawshaw and John Britton
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The weather remained sunny for the middle distance championships held the following 

day at Worth Lodge near Crawley.  There was an interesting walk from the car park to the 

assembly area past a radioactive waste dump and a pile of skeletons.  Scary.  

Worth Lodge is an area of mixed woodland, not excessively technical, with plenty of 

features and an extensive path network.  There was some discussion as to just how 

runnable it actually was, with areas of significant undergrowth and ground cover meaning 

that the straight line routes were not necessarily the quickest for all competitors.  With 

estimated winning times of around 35 minutes, there were some impressively speedy runs 

in many classes.  Irene and John maintained their good form from the sprints to win silver 

medals in W65 and M60 - John’s time of 37 minutes was just a minute down on the 

winner.  In other classes, Alistair Thornton took bronze in M16 in 31 minutes, with Alex 

McCann just over a minute behind in 5
th

 place.  Heather was 8
th

 in W45 and Vicky Thornton 

5
th

 in W50.  The eagerly-awaited and hotly-contested battle in the nether regions of M60 

proved to be something of a non-event, with Ian comfortably taking the plaudits.  I can, of 

course, fully justify the 12 minute difference in our times.  

All in all, an enjoyable weekend – with some good performances from MDOC runners.  

 

Alistair Thornton (on right) at the prize-giving 

Footnotes: 

Personally, I remain unconvinced of the “Middle Distance” format. Maybe it works for 

those who regularly run “long” courses.  But, as someone who these days usually runs 

short, I could see no obvious difference between the course I ran here, and the ones I 

would normally run.  The BOF guidelines don’t help much, but I didn’t feel that this event 

and area was a great advert for middle distance orienteering.  Could be sour grapes of 

course.  Any other views? 

Some time in the not-too-distant past Dave Mawdsley told me that his plan to win events 

in future involved outliving all his rivals, and then taking the prizes in M90+.  From the 

evidence of this event (and the JK a couple of weeks later) you should take care Dave – 

you’re in danger of peaking too soon!
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JK 2011 

Mawdsley triumphs at last! 

The annual Easter orienteering festival known 

as the JK was held for the first time in 

Northern Ireland, with a sprint race in Belfast, 

and the other days in the attractive scenery of 

County Down.  We were blessed with mainly 

fine sunny weather and excellent views of the 

Mourne Mountains. 

The sprint race was held in the grounds of 

Stranmills College in Belfast, which provided 

an intricate pattern of buildings and 

shrubbery, and several people were caught out 

by the speed at which you had to make 

decisions.  Several club members had very 

good runs, particularly the ‘golden oldies’ and 

Dave Mawdsley showed his true potential with 

an excellent win on the M70 course.  Other 

prize-winners were Andrew Gregory on M75 

and Rae Lomas on W70.      Dave Mawdsley 

The table shows the position and the number of competitors in each class. 

Sprint 

M12 James McCann 9 / 26 

M14 Matthew Fellbaum 11= / 66 

 Tom McCann 33 

M16 Alex McCann 16 / 65 

 Alistair Thornton 22 

M20E Thomas Fellbaum   9 / 22 

M45 Trevor Hindle 38 / 114 

 John Kewley 53 

M50 Andy Thornton 22 / 105 

M60 John Britton 10 / 84 

 Chris Rostron 29 

 Ian Watson 31= 

 Ian Gilliver 39 

 Grahame Crawshaw 44 

M70 Dave Mawdsley   1 / 18 

 Pete Lomas 10 

M75 Andrew Gregory   1 / 14 

W14 Laura Hindle 10 / 25 

W18E Alice Fellbaum 13 / 33 

 Rebecca Thornton 30 

W45 Jane McCann 19 / 82 

 Heather Fellbaum 27 

 Hazel Hindle 43 

W50 Vicky Thornton 6 / 70 

 Marie Roberts 18 

 Sally Gilliver 20 

W60 Jan Ellis 18 / 57 

 Julie Brook 36 

 Alison Doyle 43 

W65 Irene Crawshaw 12 / 33 

W70 Rae Lomas   3 / 12 

 Sue Birkinshaw   4 

 Margaret Gregory   7

 

The two individual days of the JK were held on very contrasting areas.  Tyrella was an 

area of extensive sand dunes, which were used for military training, and we started 

out running over firing ranges.  The dunes were very complex, and it was difficult to 

hold an accurate course while avoiding climbing high dunes or descending into deep 

depressions.  The other individual day was on Slieve Croob, a high hill near the Mourne 
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Mountains.  This was an open hillside with quite complex contours, and quite runnable 

until the final steep descent covered with extremely slippery bluebells! 

Those in the prizes over the two days included Vicky Thornton winning W50L and 

Andrew Gregory winning M75L.  Rae Lomas won W70L on Slieve Croob. 

       

Vicky Thornton                                              Andrew Gregory 

Individual Days 

Class Name day2 day3 overall 

M10B Ben Dempsey   2   5   4 

M12A James McCann   -   9   - 

M14A Matthew Fellbaum 17 42 29 

 Tom McCann 41 30 35 

M16A Alex McCann 10   5   6 

 Alistair Thornton 38 28 35 

 John Dempsey 46 39 42 

M20E Thomas Fellbaum   - 10   - 

M45L Steve Dempsey 32 24 28 

 Tim Martland 24 38 32 

 David McCann 29 42 37 

 Trevor Hindle 89 91 90 

M45S John Kewley   9   6   6 

M50L Andy Thornton 25 35 30 

 Stephen Fellbaum 66 59 58 

M60L John Britton 11   3   6 

 Ian Watson 23 39 31 

 Chris Rostron 45 55 45 

 Ian Gilliver 56 59 55 

 Trevor Roberts 65 51 58 

M60S Grahame Crawshaw 14 16 13 

M70L Dave Mawdsley   7   5   5 

 Peter Lomas 16   6 10 

M75L Andrew Gregory   1   1   1 

W14A Laura Hindle 17   -   - 

W16A Carolyn Hindle 35 38 35 

W18E Alice Fellbaum 10 21 17 

W18S Rebecca Thornton   3   4   3 

W45L Heather Fellbaum 19 14 14 

 Jane McCann 23 18 18 

 Hazel Hindle 51   -   - 

W50L Vicky Thornton   2   1   1 

 Marie Roberts 37 29 31 

 Sally Gilliver   - 28   - 

W60L Julie Brook 43 37 40 

 Alison Doyle 44 49 44 

 Jan Ellis   - 40   - 

W65L Irene Crawshaw 11   3   6 

W70L Sue Birkinshw   7   6   7 

 Rae Lomas   -   1   - 

W70S Margaret Gregory   2   3   3
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2011 Relays – Review 

David McCann 

The JK relays were held in Northern Ireland on the challenging terrain of Tyrella South, an 

area of sand dunes with few line features, at least none where you really needed them. 

After 3 days of sprint and individual races, one of which was on Tyrella, the tired MDOC 

runners assembled on a firing range on the edge of the dunes, ready to put into practice 

what they had learnt about how to handle the area from the individual day to good use. 

I’m not sure if starting with a large group and running with a pack was preferable to going 

out alone on a later leg. As soon as the courses left the nice flat grass of the firing ranges 

we were launched into unrelenting dunes and many had great difficulty with the contours. 

Relying on the tag lines on the contours was important to help tell what was up or down. 

I had tried to get a number of teams in with a chance of medals, our M/W40- team being 

one.  Matthew Fellbaum, Tom McCann and James McCann ran well and got an excellent 

4
th

.  Our M48- team of Alex McCann, John Dempsey and Alistair Thornton, all M16s, also 

came back in 4
th

 place, behind some very strong teams, some of which had 18 year olds.  

The MDOC Mums team of Heather Fellbaum, Jane McCann and Vicky Thornton came 5
th

. 

During the courses some legs entered an area used for army training and was more like 

street orienteering, a complete change from the dunes just over the fence. This needed a 

rapid change of technique. 

Overall, an enjoyable day with some good runs but no medals this time. 

My apologies must go to the Ad Hoc teams who found themselves running legs they were 

not expecting, it was certainly not my intention to have Laura running a green leg, really 

well done for getting round. I have heard that other clubs suffered similar problems so I 

think the mistake lay with the organisers. 

       

Dave Mawdsley                    Irene Crawshaw                   Steve Fellbaum 

The BOC relays were held at Tankersley, over the hills towards Sheffield and in an area of 

mining many years ago.  The result was a terrain with all sorts of odd shaped contours, bell 

pits, all overlaid with trees to make the visibility a bit poorer.  At a previous event the 

North lines had been at an angle to the edge of the maps, which caused problems for 

some.  Thankfully the organiser had found a way to have the lines parallel to the map 

edges so this complication was removed. 
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It is always difficult to find the right combination of teams from the available runners and 

there was the usual last minute juggling going on again.  However, with the support of Cliff 

Etherden and Tom Horton, who were persuaded to join in the fun at the last minute, 

MDOC were able to field a set of complete teams, all of which ran competitively.   

Out in the forest, it was soon apparent that there were a lot of features and a lot of 

controls, which made for some interesting head to head racing for the leading runners and 

some very bewildered faces in the forest as the morning wore on.  Well done to everybody 

who found their controls sooner or later.  In fact, there were no disqualifications from any 

MDOC runners which shows how determined everybody was.  It is difficult to single out 

any performance, but a special well done to our youngest runners (Ben Dempsey, Ben 

Martland and James McCann) on completing tricky courses.   

There were steady performances from our adult teams, although no medals this year.  But 

once again our juniors did us proud.  At first it looked like it would be tales of fourth 

again... as it had been at the JK.  Our M14 and Men’s Short team were actually mixed with 

Laura Hindle and Alice Fellbaum producing strong middle legs in support of the boys (Tom 

McCann and Matthew Fellbaum, M14 and Tom Fellbaum and Tom Horton, Men’s Short).  

In the end, both teams were unlucky to finish just off the podium in fourth place.   

       

Steve Dempsey      John Dempsey, Alistair Thornton, Alex McCann      Tom Horton      

It was the M18 team that brought medals back across the Pennines.  Alistair Thornton, 

Alex McCann and John Dempsey (all actually only M16) built on their fourth place at the JK, 

finishing in a strong second place.  They demonstrated just how important it is to check 

your codes and keep a cool head when relay running as several of their competitors were 

disqualified. 

Next year the British Championships are being hosted by the North West with the relays at 

Helsington Barrows outside Kendal.   Can we win more medals on our home terrain?   

Many thanks to all relay runners so far this year.  A select group will be representing the 

club at the Scottish relays and for the first time for many years the club will field a 

Harvester relay team, running 7 legs in the dark in Eccleshall Woods in July.
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JK Relays 

    
M165+Mass Start                                             John Kewley 

M48-   4 / 28 Alex McCann John Dempsey Alistair Thornton 

    24:31 (4th) 18:33 (5th) 27:34 (8th) 

M120+ 25 / 38 Tim Martland Andy Thornton David McCann 

    56:30 (33rd) 45:09 (13th) 58:41 (28th) 

W120+   5 / 19 Heather Fellbaum Jane McCann Vicky Thornton 

    33:57 (5th) 34:23 (7th) 33:08 (7th) 

M165+ 24 / 56 John Kewley Pete Lomas Trevor Roberts 

    44:59 (32nd) 39:13 (19th) 50:39 (37th) 

 37   Steve Fellbaum Grahame Crawshaw Chris Rostron 

    47:58 (38th) 52:32 (44th) 52:19 (40th) 

  -   Steve Dempsey Ian Watson John Britton 

    mp   43:11 (23rd=) 47:18 (30th) 

W165+ 13 / 27 Irene Crawshaw Jan Ellis  Marie Roberts 

    43:31 (23rd) 35:59 (12th) 46:04 (18th) 

 20   Julie Brook Sue Birkinshaw Alison Doyle 

    41:10 (20th) 41:21 (16th) 66:29 (24th) 

Mixed 17 / 84 Tim Sowood Trevor Hindle Andrew Gregory 

Ad Hoc    36:13 (55th) 15:51 (2nd) 37:25 (46th) 

 62   Alice Fellbaum Carolyn Hindle Laura Hindle 

    18:30 (7th) 43:13 (66th) 66:31 (79th)

    
Julie Brook                                   Alice Fellbaum
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The Battle of Beeston Castle 

A pleasant diversion from all the Championships was given by the annual MDOC/DEE 

challenge.  Deeside provided an interesting venue at Beeston Castle in deepest 

Cheshire.  The battlements of the castle loomed above the lower grassy slope where 

we were assembled.  The map was at only 1:2500 scale, but the contour interval was 

10m, so everything was much steeper than it appeared. 

To make things more difficult a specified number of controls were missing on each 

course (attributed to the activities of phantoms), so you had to be sure that it really 

was missing rather than you being in the wrong place.  We had quite a good turnout 

from the club, but several competitors who should have known better (including your 

editor) were unfortunately disqualified. 

In spite of cunning tactics, such as running Steve Lang on the Yellow course, we were 

unfortunately beaten by our hosts.  However to compensate they provided an excellent 

spread of food afterwards.  Our letter of thanks is given below: 

 

To Peter, Barron of Deeside 

On behalf of the Orienteers of Manchester and District I wish to convey our thanks 

for your lavish hospitality at the aforementioned Challenge at Beeston Castle. 

We had no ffear of your ffortifications or phantoms.  Nor were we nonplussed by the 

dubious thickets and indistinctive trees on your thickly bracken-covered hillside. 

We graciously concede defeat to your superior arts of low cunning in the noble pastime 

of orienteering.  However your victory is but a pyrrhic one.  Your castle lies in ruins 

and I trow will not be rebuilt for many a year. 

We promise to devise some equally ffiendish challenge for the coming year. 

Stephen of Macclesfield 
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Absent Friends (What the Bryant Kids have been up to this winter) 

Dave Bryant 

Steph is a member of the Cambridge University OC and has competed in the British 

University Champs and against Oxford University in the Czech Republic. 

Roger is a member of St Andrews University XC club and has been ill most of the winter but 

he did turn out for a 5K road race at Balmoral where he did rather well considering how 

little training he's done. He will be going to the Scottish O Champs with us. 

The British University Championships (BUCS) were organised by EUOC on 19/20 March. 

The individual races were held at Balkello Hill, near Dundee.  

Womens ‘A’ race - 6.75K [34 starters] 

8
th

 Lucy Harris  ShUOC 65:06 

17
th

 Liz Britton  ShUOC 79:48 

25
th

 Steph Bryant  CUOC 89:48 

The relays were held at Gullane Dunes near Edinburgh. 

Womens race - 4.8K [13 teams]  

Lucy Harris 42:17 ShUOC Chicks on Speed placed 3
rd

 

Liz Britton 64:58 ShUOC Pop Tarts placed 7
th 

Mens race – 6.4K [22 teams] 

Steph Bryant 85:41 CUOC placed 10
th

  

Poor Steph.  It was her first event since the Lakes 5 days and she really wasn’t terrain-fit. 

CUOC only had 3 men and one of them, their president Ben Windsor, declared himself 

injured and persuaded Steph to run with Matt Halliday and Matt Vokes just so they could 

have a competitive team. 

The Cambridge v Oxford orienteering varsity match was held in the Czech Republic at 

Doksy, north of Prague near the German border. The sandstone terrain with rock pillars 

and cliffs, generally 5-10 metres high but with metre-wide passages between the rocks, 

presented both physical and technical challenges.  Oxford won the mens race but 

Cambridge won the womens race and were overall winners based on total times from the 

2 races.  Steph came 13
th

 in the 4.7k Women’s Race. 

The relays had a novel format. Teams of 2 with 1 man and 1 woman in each team, 1 from 

Oxford and 1 from Cambridge, handicapped on the basis of the individual results to 

produce teams of roughly equal ability.  Each team ran 6 legs based on a clover leaf design. 

Steph Bryant was paired with Ben Stevens and they finished 6
th

 out of 19 teams just 2:38 

down on the winners. 

I've put a link in to the site which contains all the courses and routegadget from the latter 

because the Czech terrain was particularly interesting. 

Have a look at the courses (link below) to see if you can work out what they did wrong. 

Womens Times 2.6K 21 controls  8
th

 Steph Bryant 48:21 

http://repreob.hyperlink.cz/varsity/    for full results, splits, courses and RouteGadg

Womens Times 2.6K 21 controls  8
th

 Steph Bryant 48:21 

http://repreob.hyperlink.cz/varsity/ for full results, splits, courses and RouteGadget 
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Northern Championships – Ray Desmene – 27 March 

The Northern Championships were held this year in Northumberland on the open area 

of Ray Demesne.   Vicky Thornton (W50) and Rae Lomas (W70) are our new Northern 

Champions, and others in the prizes were John Britton (2nd on M60), Heather Felbaum 

(2nd in W45) and Irene Crawshaw (3rd in W65).  Pete Lomas just missed the prizes, 

coming 4th in M70.

M14A  5.2k (21) 

10 Matthew Fellbaum M14 54:26 

M16A  6.7k (23) 

11 Alex McCann M16 53:02 

14 Alistair Thornton M16 54:19 

M45L  8.6k (26) 

14 Trevor Hindle M45 74:42 

M50L  8.6k (26) 

21 Stephen Fellbaum M50 93:36 

M60L  7.7k (34) 

  2 John Britton M60 61:30 

27 Chris Rostron M60 96:38  

30 Ian Gilliver M60 104:48 

M60S  4.4k (7) 

  3 Dave Bryant M60 55:06  

  5 Grahame Crawshaw M60 75:54 

M70L  4.4k (16) 

  4 Peter Lomas M70 55:03 

 

W14A  3.4k (15)  

  7 Laura Hindle W14 37:37 

W16A  4.4k (19) 

18 Carolyn Hindle W16 56:37 

W45L  6.2k (21) 

  2 Heather Fellbaum W45 55:58  

10 Jane McCann W45 73:45  

16 Hazel Hindle W45 85:25 

W50L  6.2k (18) 

  1 Vicky Thornton W50 55:09 

W55L  4.4k (18) 

  1 Kate Bryant W55 71:53 

W65L  4.1k (7) 

  3 Irene Crawshaw W65 64:24 

W70L  4.1k (9) 

  1 Rae Lomas W70 68:53

 

______________________________________ 

Permanent Courses 

A new leaflet has been produced of the Permanent Orienteering Courses in Greater 

Manchester, and these will soon be available at all the POC sites and at other sales 

points. 

We are sending a copy of it to all MDOC and SELOC members so that our members can 

see the full list of POCs.  If you could use further copies to give to friends, or to display 

in a local outlet, please mail:   enquiries@gmoa.org.uk 

You will also find enclosed in this mailing a POC map of Bramhall Park.  This is so that 

you can see what a POC map looks like - most members have never seen one! You 

might even use it to have a run round the Park.  Most parks sell these maps at £1.  

Sue Birkinshaw 

Event at Prestwich Forest Park 

We have decided to hold a Level C event on the day of the CompassSport Cup Final - 

October 16th.  As we didn't get into the Final, we might as well have an alternative 

event to go to.  It will be on a largely new area which we are calling Prestwich Forest 

Park.  This is south of Philips Park, and is also called Drinkwater Park and Waterdale 

Park. 

We shall need a planner.  This offers a rare opportunity for someone who likes 

planning on a new area with a new map.  We shall also need an organiser.  Offers to 

Sue Birkinshaw, please. 
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Orienteering in Lithuania 

John Kewley 

I work for a large European project and every 6 months there is a conference which I 

usually attend.  In previous years I have been lucky enough to visit Sicily, Istanbul, Uppsala 

and Barcelona. I have been doubly lucky in that except for Catania I have been able to find 

Orienteering events nearby. 

This year's venue was Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania.  Early investigations showed 2 day 

orienteering events at each end of the week and a 2 day event at the end of the week over 

the border into Belarus.  The latter option was eliminated quickly once I saw the 

requirements for a visa.  As I had only just returned from the World Ski-O Champs I 

decided to go stay on for the weekend at the end of my conference and booked flights 

accordingly.  Just before trvavelling I heard from a Lithuanian Ski-O friend that there would 

also be two mid-week local events and from a Trail-O friend that there was also a Trail-O 

on the Sunday. 

My results weren't that great but I did experience a variety of forest types and managed to 

pick up 3rd place in the Trail-O. 

All of the Foot-O events used SI punching and pre-printed maps. The mid-week ones were 

over-printed so the courses started to rub off a little when the ink was wet or your map 

was well "thumbed" and of course the circles were a little offset.  On the first night one of 

the printers broke down so the same printer was used for over-printing maps and printing 

out splits with the guy totally unflustered swapping paper types backwards and forwards 

continuously. 

For the regional events I paid online in advance through a national website (english was 

available for this part of the site).  I used Google Translate to help with advanced 

information and some friends managed to find me people to hitch lifts to/from the event 

(a few hours SW of Vilnius) and some school floorspace (which was co-incidently the Trail-

O venue). 

There was one slight difference in the start procedure compared to what I am used to at 

NW events.  The maps were set out for each course in a similar manner to the JK, but 

instead of stepping over the line at 10s we went and stood beside our map and then took 

it on the beep.  It saves on the scrabble at the start of the race fighting past people to get 

to the correct map pile (and should reduce the chance of taking the wrong one). 

All in all I had a great time, orienteering well when the forest was white and pretty 

disastrously when it changed to green, the terrain was great, maps pretty good and the 

people very friendly. 

 

 

From the details of the British Sprint Championships at the University of Sussex: 

“Catering will be provided by the University of Sussex.  A variety of healthy and unhealthy 

food will be available.”
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RESULTS 

The results of club members who successfully completed their courses at a number of 

recent events are given here.  For each course the length is given, and also the total 

number of people running that course. 

The weekend of 19-20 March provided a difficult choice of venues.  Hathersage, 

surrounded by beautiful Peak District terrain, but the orienteering within the town.  

Hugset wood – a typical small bramble-covered South Yorkshire wood.  Eskdale 

seemed a much better option.  However the sun shone on Yorkshire, while Eskdale 

was shrouded in continuous heavy drizzle.  The car parking field at Eskdale was 

interesting.  When a team of people have to push cars into the Car Parking field, then 

you do begin to get a little worried.  Fortunately they did also manage to get everyone 

out! 

Eskdale Tarns - 20 March 

Brown  8.3k (17) 

12 David McCann M45 94:36 

Short Brown  6.5k (40) 

  4 Tom Horton M18 60:41 

15 Trevor Hindle M45 71:16  

17 Andy Thornton  M50 72:23 

31 Stephen Fellbaum M50 92:00 

Blue  5.5k (51) 

  2 Alex McCann M16 47:09  

  5 John Britton M60 54:44  

  8 Alistair Thornton M16 56:29 

21 Heather Fellbaum W45 68:01 

42 Jane McCann W45 100:15 

 

Short Blue  4.3k (39) 

  1 Vicky Thornton W50 45:26 

37 Hazel Hindle W45  106:56 

Green  3.6k (46) 

  9 Carolyn Hindle W16 45:32 

17 Dave Mawdsley M70 50:14 

30 Tony Wagg M65 61:27 

43 Jan Ellis W60 77:41 

Short Green  3.1k (18) 

  1 Andrew Gregory M75 55:34 

Light Green  2.6k (18) 

  9 Matthew Fellbaum  M14 33:59  

12 Tom McCann M14 39:49  

15 Laura Hindle  W14 60:31

 

Hathersage Urban event – 19 March 

A   6.5k (67) 

10 Liam Corner M40 45:20 

29 Tom Bedwell M50 51:42 

B   5.2k (57) 

  1 John Britton M60 40:14 

27 Eddie Speak M55 53:03 

40 Grahame Crawshaw M60 58:13  

41 Marie Roberts W50 60:13 

C   2.7k (33) 

  7 Irene Crawshaw W65 27:39  

   8 Peter Lomas M70 27:44 

26 Rae Lomas W70 42:05  

27 Julie Brook W60 42:34 

 

 

 

Hugset Wood Middle Distance event – 20 March 

Black  6.0k (40) 

15 Liam Corner M40 53:07 

 

Blue  4.8k  (48) 

15 Ian Watson M60 62:29 

40 Chris Kirkham M60 88:00 

44 Stephen Beresford M60 96:36 

 

Green  3.4k (74) 

  3 Martin Green M55 39:46  

  5 Alan Poxon M55 41:05 

38 Steve Nicholls M50 64:46 

41 Irene Crawshaw W65 66:46 

53 Peter Lomas M70 72:25 

66 Alison Doyle W60 92:18 

 

Light Green  2.9k (24) 

  3 Rae Lomas W70 55:34
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Bramham Park is a fairly flat country park, which had been used for the JK Relays a 

number of years back.  It is not too technical, but gave a chance for a good run.  Good 

performances were Stephen Lang 6th on Black, and on Brown Liam Corner 5th, Steve 

Dempsey 6th and Jim Trueman 8th.  Pete Lomas was 6th on Green and Ben Dempsey 4th 

on White.  
Bramham Park – 10 April 

Black  10.3k (10) M40 76:18 

  6 Stephen Lang 

Brown  8.9k (26) 

  5 Liam Corner M40 57:38 

  6 Steve Dempsey M45 59:54 

  8 Jim Trueman M45 62:36 

11 John Dempsey M16 67:24 

17 Tim Martland M45 73:13 

Blue  6.4k (52) 

28 Peter Ross 59:34 

32 Ian Watson M60 61:01 

39 Chris Rostron M60 66:26 

Green  4.6k (69) 

  6 Peter Lomas M70 38:37 

16 Chris Kirkham M60 44:04 

24 Jillyan Dobby W60 46:20 

56 Steve Nicholls M50 57:17 

65 Julie Brook W60 64:40 

Light Green  3.8k (42) 

12 Rae Lomas W70 42:21 

Orange  2.8k (19) 

  9 Rosie Martland W14 47:26 

White  1.8k (18) 

  4 Ben Dempsey M10 14:34

 

Graythwaite is a tough area both physically and technically, and provided quite a 

challenge for those competing.  James McCann had an excellent run to win the Orange 

class, and both Laura and Carolyn Hindle had very respectable runs in their classes. 

Graythwaite - 17 April 

Brown  8.2k (56) 

28 Alex McCann M16 71:24 

40 David McCann M45 83:07 

45 Trevor Hindle M45 88:46 

47 John Britton M60 90:47 

Blue  5.9k (106) 

37 Peter Ross M60 60:21 

70 Jane McCann W45 70:30 

85 Chris Rostron M60 78:11 

91 Hazel Hindle W45 85:58 

Green  4.5k (102) 

17 Carolyn Hindle W16 50:52 

33 David Mawdsley M70 57:19 

50 Jillyan Dobby W60 64:13 

54 Geoffrey Millan M65 65:08 

69 Tony Wagg M65 70:14 

Short Green  3.1k (51) 

31 Jan Ellis W60 53:45 

36 Sue Birkinshaw W70 59:30 

Light Green  3.4k (47) 

15 Laura Hindle W14 39:56 

21 Tom McCann M14 43:56 

Orange  2.5k (22) 

  1 James McCann M12 35:07

 

The LOC weekend of 21st – 22nd May used two of the best areas of Lakeland terrain.  

They had the same format for the weekend that we had used earlier in the year at 

Torver, with a Middle Distance race on the Saturday followed by a classic distance race 

on the Sunday. 

The Middle Distance race at Bigland used the most intricately contoured part of the 

area to the south and west of the map.  This race was also included in the UK Masters’ 

Cup, so was an important event for those, such as John Britton, seeking league points. 

John had an excellent run coming first on the Blue Men class.  After a large number of 

second positions, some only by a few seconds, in earlier events, his persistence was 

rewarded with maximum (or minimum, as one is trying to achieve the lowest score) 

points.  Matthew Fellbaum had an excellent run to come second equal on Light Green. 
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Bigland – Middle Distance race – 21 May 

Black  5.2k (81) 

25 Thomas Fellbaum M20 48:27 

Brown Men  4.3k (83) 

25 Steve Dempsey M45 54:45 

28 Andy Thornton M50 55:17 

30 David McCann M45 57:26 

47 Alistair Thornton M16 68:08 

51 Alex McCann M16 69:53 

69 Stephen Fellbaum M50 97:18 

Brown Women  4.3k (58) 

45 Elizabeth Britton W21 74:03 

Blue Men  3.6k (88) 

  1 John Britton M60 40:12 

18= Peter Ross M60 56:48 

23 Ian Farrell M21 59:39 

45 Chris Rostron M60 75:47 

49 Trevor Roberts M60 79:27 

59 Ian Gilliver M60 85:22 

Blue Women  3.6k (55) 

  8 Vicky Thornton W50 59:58 

16 Heather Fellbaum W45 64:34 

17 Jane McCann W45 66:44 

25 Carolyn Hindle W16 76:33 

44 Hazel Hindle W45 108:31 

48 Marie Roberts W50 117:03 

Green  2.7k (99) 

26 Alan Poxon M55 40:04 

28 Geoffrey Millan M65 40:56 

39 Tony Wagg M65 45:09 

48 David Mawdsley M70 49:08 

54 Chris Kirkham M60 55:03 

57 Kate Bryant W55 56:28 

60 Richard Blake M60 59:58 

72 Alison Doyle W60 71:59 

Short Green  2.2k (32) 

  1 Andrew Gregory M75 33:15 

13 Sue Birkinshaw W70 48:18 

28 Margaret Gregory W70 81:01 

Light Green  2.6 (37) 

 2= Matthew Fellbaum M14 34:06 

12 Tom McCann M14 41:30 

20 Laura Hindle W14 57:47 

Orange  1.9k (18) 

  9 James McCann M12 35:02

 

Holme Fell is also a very technical area, with a lot of semi-open marshes with an 

irregular pattern of knolls.  Heavy overnight rain made the ground very wet and 

slippery.  Alex McCann 1st and Alistair Thornton 3rd dominated the Blue 1 class, and 

John Kewley came a good second on Short Blue 2. 

Holme Fell – 22 May 

Short Brown 1  6.9k (18) 

  4 Thomas Fellbaum M20 77:17 

10 Elizabeth Britton W21 100:16 

Short Brown 2  6.9k (53) 

25 David McCann M45 85:20 

28 Andy Thornton M50 88:53 

45 Stephen Fellbaum M50 150:39 

Blue 1  5.9k (30) 

  1 Alex McCann M16 63:20 

  3 Alistair Thornton M16 75:09 

Blue 2  5.8k (71) 

10 John Britton M60 77:02 

  9 Peter Ross M60 91:44 

40 Ian Farrell M21 102:58 

44 Chris Rostron M60 107:25 

48 Trevor Roberts M60 109:35 

Short Blue 2  4.8k (60) 

  2 John Kewley M45 58:15 

25 Heather Fellbaum W45 81:57 

28 Jane McCann W45 82:53 

33 Marie Roberts W50 88:11 

38 Kath Speak W50 93:01 

47 Hazel Hindle W45 104:33 

Green  4.0k (93) 

  5 Eddie Speak M55 57:30 

19 Carolyn Hindle W16 73:14 

24 David Mawdsley M70 75:54 

34 Geoffrey Millan M65 81:34 

37 Kate Bryant W55 83:11 

41 Jillyan Dobby W60 84:49 

54 Chris Kirkham M60 90:09 

61 Tony Wagg M65 99:19 

70 Julie Brook W60 133:46 

73 Alison Doyle W60 145:44 

Short Green  3.3k (31) 

  3 Andrew Gregory M75 74:20 

15 Sue Birkinshaw W70 106:18 

Light Green  3.0k (30) 

  5 Matthew Fellbaum M14 44:45 

16 Tom McCann M14 54:09 

18 Laura Hindle W14 56:46 

Orange  2.7k (12) 

  7 James McCann M12 52:26
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HORWICH FESTIVAL OF RACING 

SELOC are putting on a slightly unusual event in June, offering the possibility of a sprint 
orienteering race with the option of also participating in a nationally recognised 5K road 
race.  This could be either individually or as part of a team. 

The event is part of the Festival of Racing staged annually in Horwich, Bolton.  Main roads 
around the town are closed for the day to create a race circuit which is used to put on two 
5K road races, a fun run, a race walk and a number of cycling races.  The organisers have 
asked us to help them add orienteering to this mix, and Peel Land Surveys have produced 
a 1:4000 map to ISSOM standards. 

The orienteering will take place on the streets and alleyways inside the triangle created by 
the race circuit and in an adjacent park.  It will include a large labyrinth built for the day.  
Since some of the streets will contain moving traffic, we are restricting participation in the 
main Town Sprint orienteering race (just one course with some butterfly loops to break 
things up) to over 16’s only.  There will, however, be a simpler Park Race course wholly 
within the park to about Orange standard, open to all and aimed at novices though it will 
make extensive use of the labyrinth.  

We recognise that many orienteers will not wish to travel too far simply to run in a sprint 
race with a 15 minute winning time.  We also recognise that there are many orienteers 
who can put in a very respectable time over 5K – probably to the surprise of many road 
runners who think we are a bit pedestrian even when not stopping for our sandwiches 
halfway round the course! 

We have therefore added a Team Challenge for teams of three, primarily from 
orienteering and running clubs.  Simply based on the total time of all three team members 
over both the main Town Sprint orienteering course and 5K road race, we hope it will help 
road runners see orienteers, and orienteering, in a new light. To add more spice, there will 
be decent prizes for the first three teams. 

If that whets your appetite a little, please see the websites listed below for more details 
and think about getting your strongest teams together for the team challenge.  You can 
probably find a microcosm of the same rivalry within your club and organise teams to 
reflect that, or maybe pick the best all-rounders to put your club’s name on the title.  

Entries should be made individually, with team declarations at registration on the day.  
You can enter just the orienteering race via www.fabian4.co.uk, but to take advantage of 
the discounted entry fee for both orienteering and 5K race then please go via www.race-
results.co.uk or by post.  For more information please see 

www.seloc.org.uk/horwich, www.horwichfestivalofracing.co.uk or www.lostockac.co.uk 
or contact me. 

Steve Round, Organiser 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please contact me (mail@stevelang.name) if you are interest in the club challenge

It costs £10 to enter and you will need to fill in the following form 

www.lostockac.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Festival-5K-2011-entry-form.pdf 

 

I will register the teams on race day. 

(If you want to enter only SELOC urban sprint then please enter via Fabian4) 

Steve Lang 
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British Individual Championships 

The southern part of Wharncliffe Woods near Sheffield were combined with Greno 

Woods for the British Individual Championships on May 14th.  This provided a good 

variety of terrain.  Most courses started on the wooded slopes of Greno.  A timed-out 

road crossing then led to the nearest part of Wharncliffe with masses of scattered holly 

bushes and a network of paths.  Longer courses then crossed one or more valleys to a  

central plateau and the very 

complex scarp slopes to the west.  

A high level of concentration was 

required for the whole of the 

course, and it was quite difficult 

to maintain this. 

Our prize-winners were Ben 

Dempsey first on M10B and Rae 

Lomas second on W65L.  Alex 

McCann had an excellent run to 

come fourth equal on M16A and 

Jillyan Dobby was 4th on W60L. 

Rae Lomas (on left)                                                                                         Ben Dempsey (on left)

M10B   1 Ben Dempsey   18:54 

M12A  21   James McCann   58:20 

 26 Benjamin Martland   97:01 

M14A 18 Matthew Fellbaum   53:45 

  24 = Tom McCann   57:35 

M16A    4 = Alex McCann   64:56 

 20 Alistair Thornton   78:44 

 38 John Dempsey 102:42 

M18E 12 Tom Horton 102:41 

M20E 11 Thomas Fellbaum   87:55 

M21L  12 Andrew Stimson 140:35 

M21S  16 Ian Farrell 108:15 

M40L  21 Liam Corner 107:02 

M45L  28 Timothy Martland   93:07 

 38 Steve Dempsey   99:48 

 40 David McCann 103:36 

 66 Trevor Hindle 130:53 

M50L 22 Andy Thornton   84:09 

 50 Tom Bedwell 113:51 

 67 Ray Humphreys 139:50 

 68 Stephen Fellbaum 145:39 

M50S   8 Stephen Bingham   73:13 

M55S   5 Alan Poxon   75:55 

M60L 41 Peter Ross   96:23 

 46 John Britton 100:11 

 74 Trevor Roberts 119:52 

 78 Chris Rostron 122:24 

M60S   9 Dave Bryant   74:36 

 14 Grahame Crawshaw   79:07 

 19 Stephen Beresford   84:56 

 21 Chris Kirkham   87:55 

M65L 34 Tony Wagg   92:33 

M65S   8 Geoffrey Millan   77:36 

M70L   6 David Mawdsley   70:28 

M75L   4 Andrew Gregory   69:47 

W14A 16 Laura Hindle   66:11 

W14B   3 Rosie Martland   59:59 

W16A 22 Carolyn Hindle   70:54 

 25 Rebecca Humphreys   76:01 

W21S 16 Ruth Beresford 102:10 

W45L 11 Heather Fellbaum   80:40 

 24 Jane McCann   91:46 

 46 Hazel Hindle 159:25 

W50L   8 Vicky Thornton   72:40 

 34 Marie Roberts 112:27 

 44 Pip Humphreys 152:35 

W55L 29 Kate Bryant    97:42 

W60L   4 Jillyan Dobby   71:21 

 24 Julie Brook   85:35 

 41 Alison Doyle 111:53 

W65L 11 Irene Crawshaw   89:48 

W70L   2 Rae Lomas   79:29 

 10 Sue Birkinshaw 102:28 

W70S    3 Margaret Gregory 126:25
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British Relay Championships Tankersley Woods May 15th 

 

Tom Fellbaum (on right) leads the Men’s Short mass start 

Class Pos. Time Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3 

M14   4 68:12 22:29 (8) 25:01 (7) 20:42 (4)     

   Tom McCann Laura Hindle Matthew Fellbaum 

M18   2 86:49 27:20 (3) 26:36 (1) 32:53 (2)     

   Alistair Thornton Alex McCann John Dempsey 

Men's Short   4 89:41 23:40 (1) 36:42 (7) 29:19 (4)     

   Thomas Fellbaum Alice Fellbaum Tom Horton 

M40   7 123:55 38:46 (9) 45:32 (8) 39:37 (7)     

   Liam Corner Steve Dempsey Timothy Martland 

W40 12 146:08 55:52 (14) 48:53 (14) 41:23 (12)    

   Heather Fellbaum Jane McCann Vicky Thornton 

M50 22 133:26 39:39 (24) 45:59 (23) 47:48 (22)    

   Andy Thornton Ian Watson Stephen Fellbaum 

W50 12 144:27 47:35 (12) 48:23 (13) 48:29 (12)    

   Kate Bryant Marie Roberts Julie Brook 

M60 12 141:13 48:45 (20) 44:39 (17) 47:49 (12)    

   Trevor Roberts David Mawdsley Chris Rostron 

 14 141:49 39:09 (8) 47:22 (12) 55:18 (14)    

   Cliff Etherden Andrew Gregory Grahame Crawshaw 

W60   7 197:41 44:59 (5) 73:29 (7) 79:13 (7)     

   Irene Crawshaw Jan Ellis Alison Doyle 

Mixed 31 146:51 41:02 (29) 62:20 (33) 43:29 (31)    

Ad Hoc   David McCann Sue Birkinshaw Rosie Martland 

 43 186:28  44:49 (35) 65:35 (40) 76:04 (43)    

   Hazel Hindle Benjamin Martland Trevor Hindle 

Junior   9 127:44 41:25 (10) 42:22 (10) 43:57 (9)     

Ad Hoc   Carolyn Hindle James McCann Ben Dempsey 
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First Aid as it happened! 

Margaret Gregory 

Lots of us have done a first aid course, which concentrated on what to do in a life-

threatening situation out in the forest.  We have then been the designated first aider at 

several events and dispensed some water for cleaning up a graze, and perhaps a 

plaster, always hoping that the serious incident did not happen on our watch. 

With three controls left I was ploughing through the undergrowth at the British 

Championships when I heard a call for help.  By the time I arrived there were three or 

four other helpers, and two said they were first aiders.  The unconscious casualty, Dick 

Collins an M65 from SROC, was placed in the recovery position and someone took his 

pulse.  I observed his rather irregular breathing, and the youngest person present, 

Katrin Harding of SROC, set off for the finish to bring more help.  Cagoules were 

donated to keep the casualty as warm as possible.  Luckily he soon started to come 

round; we could support him in a sitting position, keeping his head up to avoid 

pressure on his airway.  The emergency was over and we had to maintain care until 

further help came, in total probably 15 to 20 minutes.    

Chris James of NGOC had been first on the scene.  I managed to complete my course but 

Penny Hempstead (HOC) and Chris James retired.  Chris helped the St John Ambulance 

first aider walk Dick back to the assembly field.  Penny was so cold after standing still 

providing me with back support but without her cagoule that she had to retire.  I had 

kept warm as I was a human armchair supporting  Dick.  I guess Chris was pretty cold 

too as he had been standing watching out for the helpers coming.  After finishing I 

went to the First Aid tent and there was Dick sitting smiling, though still feeling slightly 

woozey, and waiting for his wife to come in.  There were the follow-up tasks; 

download Dicks dibber, ask download to try and intercept his wife and let the people 

at the SROC tent know what had happened so they could give further help if needed 

What do we learn from this?  The three of us who helped had all done first aid training 

and managed to do the right things with the minimum of planning or instructing each 

other, we just got on with it (What we did not do was note the time the incident 

started).  Other orienteers going past checked that we were OK and would have stayed 

to help if needed.  We did not ask for it, but we should have asked for extra clothing for 

two of the helpers.  Helpers are standing still after running and, as the first there, have 

probably given any spare clothing to the casualty.  They need to be given extra clothing 

by those who pass.  We were in quite a sheltered position but it was a very windy day.  

Above all we valued the willingness of orienteers to offer assistance if it is needed, but 

not to fuss unnecessarily. 
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Greater Manchester Orienteering Activities 

Chairman’s Annual Report 

Most people know that for two years Beryl Blackhall had a dual role in GMOA of 

Chairman and Sorter-out-in-chief-of-POCs.  At the 2010 AGM I relieved her of the 

Chairman’s role – but she has, of course, continued to work tirelessly at creating and 

improving our Permanent Courses all over Greater Manchester.  She intends to step 

down from the Committee this year, and even threatens to move to Scotland and leave 

us her legacy of 50 high quality POCs.  We are trying to develop a plan to keep 

Manchester’s POCs at the high standard set by Beryl – not easy, but essential.  Courses 

deteriorate very quickly unless kept under constant review, as other O-clubs all over 

Britain have discovered.  Just one missing post can lose many potential orienteers.  

It is not actually correct to give ALL the credit for GMOA’s success to Beryl.  She has 

been supported by a hard-working volunteer team from MDOC and SELOC.  Regular 

inspection of the POCs (checking that all the posts are not only in place, but also visible 

and not buried in summer vegetation) has been done by a team of “post-watchers” co-

ordinated by Pete Lomas and Phil Ellis.  Phil and Jim Nightingale have then done the 

actual maintenance work.   A basic problem has arisen during the year, that some of 

the local authorities have declined GMOA’s services to maintain their courses.  We are 

waiting to see the long term effect of this. 

The financial side of GMOA has been looked after by Grahame Crawshaw, and we have 

a healthy balance at the bank.  We expect to have to use this over the next few years to 

keep the POCs up to standard.  

John Britton has not only picked up all Enquiries, but has also done hundreds of map 

amendments and printed thousands of maps and distributed them (with Jen’s help) as 

required.  14,000 over the last 4 years!  Eddie Speak and Phil have been helping with 

maps too. 

Trevor Roberts has upgraded the GMOA website and incorporated all the necessary 

changes and Dave McCann has done a lot of work on creating advertising posters. 

During the year we have produced a new leaflet to replace the 2006 edition, and we 

also have a mailing list for sending information to all the Parks and Local Authorities. 

Irene Crawshaw has been our Minutes Secretary this year and Caroline Barcham and 

Paul Turner have supported Beryl in the northern part of Greater Manchester. 

Beryl will be reporting on her site work.  Nothing ever stands still. In the last year we 

have gained 4 new POCs and lost 2, and there are 2 possible new ones in the pipeline. 

The AGM will have full reports on all these facets of GMOA’s work.  If any member 

would like to see these reports, they can get them by mailing:  enquiries@gmoa.org.uk 

Sue Birkinshaw
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CALENDAR 

Wed   1 June Rowarth Countryside Score event 

Sat   4 June near Colne Wycoller Country Park (PFO) pfo.org.uk 

   AIRE Town & Country Weekend aire.org.uk 

Sat   4 June Ilkley Ilkley Urban Race 

Sun   5 June Yockenthwaite Lanstrothdale Chase (upper Wharfedale) 

Tues   7 June Teggs Nose Colour coded evening event 

   MDOC Town & Country Weekend 

Sat 11 June Macclesfield Forest Middle Distance event 

Sun 12 June Macclesfield Urban event (Tytherington & town centre) 

Wed 15 June Rainow Countryside Score event 

Fri 17 June Buxton Buxton Pavillion Gardens (DVO) dvo.org.uk 

Sun 19 June Horwich Horwich Festival of Racing (SELOC) lostockac.co.uk 

   Urban Sprint Orienteering & 5k Road Race 

Thur 23 June Brereton Heath Colour coded evening event 

Sat 25 June Thorpe Peak District Footpath Relay 

Sun   3 July Sheffield Cliffhanger Ultrasprint southyorkshireorienteers.org.uk 

Thur   7 July Little Budworth DEE Colour coded evening event 

Wed 13 July Mobberley Countryside Score event 

Sun 17 July Sheffield Harvester Relays shuoc.union.shef.ac.uk 

Thur 21 July Alderley Edge Colour coded evening event 

Wed 27 June Higher Poynton Countryside Score event 

Sat 30 July Bolton Queen’s Park (SELOC Introductory event) seloc.org.uk 

31 July -6 Aug West Scotland Oban 2011 Scottish 6-days event 

26 – 29 Aug North Yorkshire White Rose (EBOR) whiteroseweekend.org.uk 

Sat 10 Sept London City of London Urban Race (SLOW) cityrace.org 

Sun 11 Sept Lake District Lake District Mountain Trial ldmta.org.uk 

Sat 17 Sept Attermire AIRE Dales Trophy Weekend aire.org.uk 

Sun 18 Sept Conistone

Wednesday Runs 

Wed   8 June Speak 

Wed 22 June Fellbaum 

Wed 29 June Brook 

Wed   6 July Macclesfield Forest 7pm 

Wed 20 July Gregory 

Committee Meetings 

Mon  13 June Dialstone 

Mon 11 July Dialstone 

Mon 12 Sept Dialstone 
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British Sprint & Middle Distance Championships: Sussex 

       
Heather Fellbaum                   Alex McCann             John Britton            Carolyn Hindle 

 
Irene Crawshaw (centre) 

          
Laura Hindle    Dave Mawdsley (left)    Heather Fellbaum (right)    John Britton (left) 

Photos: Rob Lines 


